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NEW QUESTION: 1
In a Cisco Finesse 10.0(x) deployment, primary and secondary
nodes can be installed on separate domains. Which two

requirements must be met for the pair to work properly? (Choose
two.)
A. All Cisco Finesse clients should connect to the server with
IP address.
B. All Cisco Finesse clients should be local to the Cisco
Finesse servers.
C. Each Cisco Finesse server should be able to perform DNS
lookup of the other server using fully qualified domain name.
D. All Cisco Finesse clients should be able to perform DNS
lookups of the Cisco Finesse servers using the FQDN.
E. Primary and secondary Cisco Finesse servers should only
communicate with IP address.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are designing the deployment of Azure Site Recovery with
Hyper-V Replica. The environment does not have System Center
Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) deployed.
You need to instruct an implementation team to prepare the
Azure environment for deployment.
Which three actions should you recommend to be performed in
sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list
of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Lenoxsoft currently uses a Salesforce workflow to continually
look for old and new leads that meet certain
criteria under Job title and Industry, and adds them to a
Salesforce campaign. The Pardot connector is verified
and their existing Salesforce records have been reviewed, but
they have yet to sync this data to Pardot.
Lenox wishes to replicate this process within Pardot with the
following requirements:
* Prospects with a job title of "CEO" and Industry of
"Software" are added to the Salesforce campaign.
Based on those requirements, which steps should Lenoxsoft
prioritize to replicate their process?
A. Import a .csv file of prospects. Build an Automation rule
with criteria :: Job Title :: CEO :: Industry ::
Software, action :: add to Salesforce Campaign
B. Import a .csv file of prospects. Build an Segmentation rule
with criteria :: Job Title :: CEO :: Industry ::

Software, action :: add to Salesforce Campaign
C. Create a dynamic list to sync prospects from Salesforce.
Build an Automation rule with criteria :: Job
TItle :: CEO :: Industry :: Software, action :: add to the
Salesforce campaign.
D. Create a dynamic list to sync prospects from Salesforce.
Build a segmentation rule with the criteria ::
Job Title :: CEO :: Industry :: Software, action :: add to the
Salesforce campaign.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You would like to classify accounts according to freely defined
criteri a. What CRM functionality could you use?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. BP Category
B. Account Classification
C. BP classification
D. BP role
Answer: C
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